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As of 1 January 2009, CERNs Static Var Compensators have been transferred from EN-EL to 
TE-EPC. During 2009, the SVC's will be operated jointly by these two groups.  
 
This technical note describes the technical state of the Static Var Compensators (2009), gives 
an overview of required renovation work and analyses the situation of spare parts. 
 
In particular, the document discusses to which degree budgets shall be allocated to maintain 
and continue to operate the spare SVCs BEQ1 (1974) and BB3 (1982) for SPS. Should we 
invest in a complete renovation of BEQ1 and BB3, or should we purchase additional spare 
parts for the modern BEQ2 and BEQ3?  
 




As of 1 January 2009, CERNs Static Var Compensators have been transferred from EN-EL to 
TE-EPC. During 2009, the SVC's will be operated jointly by these two groups.  
 
This document describes the technical state of the Static Var Compensators (2009), gives an 
overview of required renovation work and analyses the situation of spare parts. 
 
In particular, the document discusses to which degree budgets shall be allocated to maintain 
and continue to operate the spare SVCs BEQ1 (1974) and BB3 (1982) for SPS. Should we 
invest in a complete renovation of BEQ1 and BB3, or should we purchase additional spare 
parts for the modern BEQ2 and BEQ3?  
2. Technical state of the SVC’s 
2.1 SVC Booster (Meyrin Filters and TCR Booster) 
The Meyrin Filters (1971) have seen a particularly detailed maintenance program in 2008 and 
2009, are now in a good technical state. Spare filter capacitors were purchased, and a call for 
tender for spare reactor coils for all CERN SVCs is currently in work (700 kCHF).  
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The Meyrin Filters are repeatedly tripping on overload of the F7 harmonic filter (so far 
approx. 6 spurious trips in 2009). When the Meyrin Filters were designed 40 years ago, the 
harmonic load of the Meyrin network was lower than today. A further increase of harmonics 
occurred, when the Thyristor Controlled Reactor was installed in 1997. In order to assure 
reliable operation, the filter F7 and its protection needs to be upgraded to prevent spurious 
tripping. A measurement campaign is planned, and an engineering study proposal will be 
published for the end of 2009. 
 
The Thyristor Controlled Reactor (1997) has been maintained regularly and has been 
operating reliably for the past 12 years. Spare thyristors were purchased, and the inventory of 
other spare parts is currently in progress (estimated 20 kCHF). 
The PLC for energization and interlocks does not seem to function correctly and requires 
revision during the next long shut-down.  
2.2 BEF4 (1977) for SPS stable network 
These harmonic filters and their TRENCH CPR97 protection are in a good technical state. We 
might require a few additional spare capacitors (10 kCHF), and the filter reactors are covered 
by the ongoing call for tenders for spare reactor coils for all CERN SVCs. 
2.3 The spare system BEQ1 (1974) and BB3 (1982) for SPS pulsed network 
2.3.1 General 
BEQ1 and the BB3 are one spare system and are always operating together. For memory, 
figure 1 shows the electrical network of SPS with the three SVC's: 
 
 
Fig. 1: Electrical network for SPS 
 
For the operation of SPS at 450 GeV we require two main SVCs. BEQ2 and BEQ3 are new 
SVC's, based on modern thyristor controlled reactor technology. If BEQ2 or BEQ3 fails, the 
BE substation has to be re-configured to continue SPS operation (450 GeV) with the spare 
system BEQ1 + BB3. 
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It is roughly estimated, that BEQ1+BB3 yields us additional SPS operation of about one 
working day (8 hours) per year and possibly about one week every 5 ... 10 years (case of 
major breakdown of BEQ2 or BEQ3). Keeping BEQ1+BB3 in operational serves hence as 
insurance for fast restart of SPS in case of major BEQ2/BEQ3 breakdown.  
  
Should we invest in a complete renovation of BEQ1 and BB3, or should we purchase 
sufficient spare parts for the modern BEQ2 and BEQ3?  
 
2.3.2 BEQ1 (1974)  
The majority of high voltage components of BEQ1 has reached the end of life time (e.g. 
saturated reactor, filter capacitors, surge arresters, current transformers, voltage discharge 
transformers, by-pass resistor, cable terminations).  
 
Technically, the saturated reactor has reached the end of life time, but we do not know how 
many months/years of operation are remaining (report GEC ALSTOM 1992, EDMS 813568): 
"The internal inspection revealed that the insulation on all the windings … had severely aged 
and exhibited signs of brittleness. The cores and windings … were very dark brown to black 
in colour and shrinkage of the insulation within the winding was apparent … consequential 
loss in clamping pressure … It is firmly believed that the major portion of the life of the 
insulation has been used.” Over years, the saturated reactor lost more than 1000 liters of oil 
per year. Renovation work in spring 2009 has improved the situation, reducing the quantity of 
lost oil per year by an estimated 50 %. To further improve the situation, major investments 
(200 kCHF ++) would be required.  
 
The total value of the filter capacitors is about 700 kCHF. These oil-filled capacitors are PCB-
free, are now 17 years old and have reached the end of life time. At a remarkable rate, internal 
fuses of capacitors are tripping during SVC energization and operation. In 2008 and 2009, we 
typically replaced more than 40 capacitors p.a. (normal would be 1...2 units p.a.). We have 
still a number of spare filter capacitors for BEQ1 in stock, but most of them already have one 
or two tripped internal fuses and serve only as an 'emergency spare'.  
 
It is not recommended to invest into a major renovation program for the harmonic 
filters, as the saturated reactor could fail at any time and the investment would then be 
lost. The same applies for partial renovation of the reactor itself (to eliminate the oil 
leak), as there is the risk of failing internal insulation, potentially occurring any time 
soon. Complete renovating the saturated reactor itself, would be a 3++ MCHF 
investment into old technology and cannot be recommended neither.  
 
To continue safe operation of BEQ1, we propose a small renovation at minimum cost by 
not focusing on reliability but only on safety. We intent to eliminate all major risks (fire 
etc.) by renovating obsolete components whose failure would cause a three-phase short 
circuit (20 kA).  
- reinforcement of overheating 18 kV cable connection to harmonic filters F5+F7 in the BE 
substation (cost 20 kCHF),  
- replacement of three-phase oil-filled by-pass resistor (cost 50 kCHF),  
- partial replacement of surge arresters, F17 and HF only (cost 12 kCHF),  
- dismantling of the majority of three-phase oil-filled voltage discharge transformers (cost 5 
kCHF).  
 
Any obsolete component potentially only causing a single-phase short-circuit (1 kA) will 
not be renovated:  
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- 18 kV cable terminations,  
- current transformers and obsolete CT cabling.  
 
The filter capacitors (value 700 kCHF) will not be replaced, but we will year-by-year re-
purchase the spares we have used for replacement of failed capacitors (40 kCHF p.a.). 
Without the complete replacement of all capacitors, we have to accept a persisting risk 
of avalanche-type capacitor failure.  
 
2.3.3 BB3 Auxiliary Compensator (1982)  
The power electronics (thyristor stacks), their analogue controls and the SVC protection relays 
are obsolete. Spares for controls are available, spares for thyristor valves and protection are 
insufficient. The control interface (HMI) and generation of control reference are based on the 
obsolete MICENE system here we have no spares and declining experience and competence 
at CERN. A failure of MICENE could result in SVC unavailability of several weeks, or might 
not be repairable at all.  
Again, it is not recommended to invest into a major renovation program for BB3, as the 
internal insulation of the BEQ1 saturated reactor could fail at any time soon, and the 
investment in BB3 would then be lost.  
 
As a medium-term objective, MICENE shall be replaced by modern FGC digital controls  
(20 kCHF + ½ man-year). However, for the above reasons this project is non-priority.  
2.3.4 Additional TCR for BEQ2/BEQ3 as a new spare system? 
After the end of life BEQ1 or BB3, the CERN management might want to discuss the 
installation of a new spare system.  
It is not recommended to install a complete new SVC, as a breakdown of harmonic filters 
could be repaired rather easily. Such a spare system should preferably only cover the 
Thyristor Controlled Reactor (TCR) and its controls and HMI – as this is the more complex 
part. This spare TCR could be made connectable to BEQ2 and BEQ3 and hence serve as a 
redundant TCR. The overall costs for such a redundant TCR project would be about  
3.5 MCHF. 
2.4 BEQ2 (2002) and BEQ3 (2008) for SPS pulsed network 
These two SVC's are technical identical, and are in a good state. A selection of major spares is 
available, additional quantities are needed for several control items (80 kCHF) and for the 
cooling plants (20 kCHF).  
 
A risk for longer down-time would be the potential failure of a filter reactor or thyristor 
controlled reactor. A call for tender for spare reactor coils is currently in progress and spare 
reactors will be available as of beginning 2010. 
 
The control interface BAYCONTROLLER is too complex and difficult to test annually.  
As the BAYCONTROLLER covers critical safety-related functions, a simpler system is 
currently under development (50 kCHF). 
2.5 SEQ2, SEQ4, SEQ6, SEQ8 for LHC machine network 
These four SVCs had been installed for LEP, and have been renovated over the previous 
years, and a considerable improvement of reliability has been achieved. In the medium-term, 
the old analogue electronic FIR protection relays need to be replaced by more powerful digital 
protection relays (4x50 kCHF). Generally, the electrical part is in a good state, but two 
problems have been identified: 
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- The SVC's are sometimes tripping on F3 harmonic overload, and further investigations are 
required.  
- More than 50% of the SVC trips are related to the cooling plants and their controls.  
In addition, an increasing number of small water leaks are appearing around the water valves. 
The repair work showed only limited success, as the piping is of ABS material which is 
difficult to process. In the medium-term we have to improve the reliability of the cooling 
plants (4x 10 kCHF).   
For reliable operation over the next years, we also require additional spare filter capacitors 
(50 kCHF) and spare parts for the control system (30 kCHF). 
2.6 Stable filters PA4 and PA8 for LHC general services loop 
The two stable filters have been renovated over the previous years, and a considerable 
improvement of reliability has been achieved. The installations are in a good state.  
These filters use identical components as the fours SVCs for the LHC machine network, and 
are covered by the same spare parts.  
3. SUMMARY 
3.1 Consolidation 
This article gives a short summary of consolidation required for the SVCs at CERN.  
  
- BEQ1: reinforcement of overheating 18 kV cable connection to harmonic filters F5+F7  
   (20 kCHF),  
- BEQ1: replacement of three-phase oil-filled by-pass resistor (50 kCHF),  
- BEQ1: partial replacement of surge arresters, F17 and HF only (12 kCHF),  
- BEQ1: dismantling of the majority of three-phase oil-filled voltage discharge transformers    
  (5 kCHF).  
- BEQ2/BEQ3: Upgrade of Baycontroller control interface (50 kCHF) 
- SEQ2-8: Consolidation of cooling plants (40 kCHF) 
- SEQ2-8: Consolidation of protection relays (4x 50 kCHF, medium-term) 
 
 Sub-total BEQ1 only:    87 kCHF 
 Total all SVCs:  377 kCHF (spread over the next years) 
3.2 Spare parts 
This article gives a short summary of spare parts to be purchased for the SVC's for SPS:  
 
- TCR Booster (20 kCHF)  
- BEF4 spare capacitors (10 kCHF) 
- BEQ1: spare capacitors (40 kCHF p.a.) 
- BEQ2/BEQ3: spare parts for control system and HMI (80 kCHF) 
- BEQ2/BEQ3: spare parts for cooling plants (20 kCHF) 
- SEQ2...8: spare capacitors (50 kCHF) 
- SEQ2...8: spare parts for control system (30 kCHF) 
- all SVC's at CERN: spare reactor coils (700 kCHF) 
 
  Total: 950 kCHF (2009 and 2010) 
 
These spare parts are not covered by the operational budget for the SVCs (400 kCHF p.a.). 
However, the operational budget does contain a provision for the replacement of used spare 
parts which is estimated to cost about 80 kCHF p.a. 
